Preface
It was late at night, probably 3 AM. I was 7.
My father raped me. I enjoyed it...

Long story short
I was always a shy kid. I think i was too
introverted for my own good. Kids used to
take advantage of me. They used to
emasculate me. At first i felt harassed.
Then i started enjoying it. That is how i
became a feminine person inside a male
body. I felt like i was born in a wrong body. I
hate pain, so i decided to not have a gender
reassignment
surgery.
My
mother
encouraged me to wear her panties. She
was a nasty perverted bitch. She coerced
my dad into filming him fucking me. I think
this is classified under pedophilia, but alas
— both of them are dead.
I won't go into details, but it was bloody. My
asshole was torn apart. White puss effused

out of my asshole, and it was just not
semen!
In a way i am grateful to my dad; he
introduced me to the hidden world of gay
sexual pleasure. I spent the next 50 years
of my life indulging in various forms of
degeneracy. This is how i acquired HIV
then AIDS. I am old and dying as i type this.
Canadians pretend to be progressive and
liberal — they aren't.
So i hid my homosexuality from the rest of
the world until now. I am a proud fag, dying,
in pain, but i am proud of myself. As soon
as my workplace found that i was gay, they
fired me. I looked for work elsewhere; there
is no work for the gays — Canada is
homophobic and ageist!

I tried to get married to a beautiful lady and
pretend to have a normal life; They are all
bitches. Canadian women are the most
selfish cunts in the entire planet. Do not
marry a Canadian woman! She will ass
rape you financially and mentally.
I hope for a future when USA invades and
annexes Canada and makes it a liberal
paradise such as in San Francisco! I love
San Fran! I went there and i had hundreds
of men willing to cream-pie my asshole; i
am 60.
When i grew up in Ottawa, the scary winter
ride was constant — life in Canada is
always bleak; Canada is perpetual hell
winter!

I went to meet Stephen King down there in
Maine once, and he proceeded to have sex
with me. Yes, he is gay. Oops! Isn't that
obvious? Just look at him!
I would also like to reveal to the readers
that most of the celebrities are literal
homos. I found myself once in a gay orgy
where Tom Cruise and John Travolta were
tongue-kissing each other. I will never
forgive them for not getting me to join them
into a ménage à trois with them. They both
have the AIDS. Damn them to hell.
Suffice it is to say that the world we live in is
a world full of bullshit and lies. All the lies
the MSM media tells us, and all of us

gobble it like faggots eating each other's
shit-icecreams coming out of their asses.
Donald Trump and Hillary? They both have
had sex many times. The future of the
corrupt American politics is Clinton family
vs Trump family, and they are both family
friends!
I am thinking of committing suicide, but i
enjoy typing. I enjoy browsing the internet. I
enjoy the fact that the blood coming out of
my asshole is due to my father fucking me
up the ass. Had he not raped me, my life
might have been a bit different. Oh wait, i
am ugly as hell for the superficial women of
this world so i had no chance.

Killing my parents
I killed my mom. I killed my dad. They
deserved it. They were asking for it. No one
will ever know. I will be dead by the time
this book is ever published, or revealed to
the general public. So i think i am safe. I
killed them 40 years ago. I am happy that i
did what i did. Life got better once they
were out of my life. Just do it kids. Kill your
parents! Be free from their evil fascist
control over your lives.
I won't reveal much details as to how i did it;
they "accidentally" drowned...

How to survive in Homophobic Ageist
Canada

It's not that hard to survive in this god
forsaken freezer. Just offer lonely men your
orifices for them to un-pressurize their
piss-utensils. Offer them sex for food,
drinks, money, lodging, et seq.
It gets harder when you are older. No one
gives a shit about your existence. So you
have to do dumpster diving, living in the
underground supermarkets, moving around.
It was fun when i was younger. Now it is
very hard. I am typing this while inside a
bathroom. I won't reveal the location

because it's illegal and i might get thrown
out. I suck their dicks regularly for them to
let me be here, and sometimes they give
me something to eat. I also use toilet
papers to collect the blood and pus around
my asshole and enjoy it as raw delicacy.

When you consider Canada, you may
think they have everything dealt with.
They have had same-sex marriage across
the nation for about 10 years, hostile to
segregation laws for a mind boggling 14
years and is regularly portrayed as one of
the best places to be LGBTQIA on the
planet.
Homophobia in schools is on the ascent,
and there are the individuals who need the
privileges of trans individuals to be stripped.
We addressed Kennedy to discover more:
How is the size of homophobia in Canada?
In 2016, the measurements uncovered that
detest wrongdoings spurred by sexual

introduction expanded by 10%, which
speaks to 18% of all the detest violations.
We likewise realize that the despise
wrongdoings
propelled
by
sexual
introduction are the most fierce of any of
the detest violations that happen in
Canada.
How does this contrast with different
nations?
Individuals surmise that being gay in
Canada is all ruddy, and contrasted with a
few locales, it is, however not for everyone
– in case you're two-soul, dark or darker,
you have enormous issues and issues, a
similar way you have in the UK – there are

a great deal of similitudes between the UK
and Canada.
What is the level of this homophobia in your
schools?
Regarding training through our educational
system, our LGBTQI2S (lesbian, gay,
androgynous,
transgender,
intersex,
eccentric and two-spirits) youngsters
confront elevated amounts of segregation in
school.
We did an overview of secondary schools in
Canada and 70% of taking an interest
understudies detailed hearing homophobic
remarks each day and 74% of trans
individuals had been verbally pestered
about their sexual orientation articulation.

One of every five (11%) of the LGBTQ
understudies detailed being physically
annoyed or struck as a result of their
apparent sexual introduction or sex
personality.
What should be possible to diminish
homophobia in schools?
There
should
be
more prominent
mindfulness, regardless of whether it be
through the school direction advisor or
through the social laborers.
We have to accomplish more mindfulness
for guardians, we have to do more
prominent instruction in the matter of what
our LGBTIQ2S kids are experiencing in

school once a day, and research into the
degree of homophobic tormenting.
We should be significantly more proactive
in changing educational programs so our
LGBTQ children can see themselves and
their families reflected in their learning.
Why is this essential?
School would turn into significantly all the
more inviting spot for our childhood, and
you need to recall that much of the time, the
young might be encountering homophobia
at home, and once in a while school is the
main place where they can go for a respite.
So on the off chance that they're not
understanding that sheltered space made in

school, and they're not getting it at home,
where are they going to go?
We've talked a considerable measure about
homophobia in schools, yet where else do
you see elevated amounts of separation?
It's still extremely common for grown-ups in
their expert lives; you know, questions
asked are; is it safe to turn out at work?
What is the reaction going to be? In the
event that you take a gander at our seniors,
they are confronting issues around
homophobia in long haul mind offices in
their grown-up years.
You discuss homophobia somewhere else,
so how acknowledged are LGBTQIA
individuals in the general group?

When we were in the stature of marriage,
there were high rates of acknowledgment
for same-sex marriage in Canada.
Presently, there is that demeanor
'Goodness well, we gave them marriage,
now what do they need?' There's that
absence of genuine comprehension by the
overall public of what it really intends to be
LGBTQIA in a general public where you're
still on the periphery regardless you're
underestimated.
Be that as it may, we have a ton of work to
do, and you can't gauge LGBTQIA
uniformity rights in light of marriage
enactment.
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